4-3-2015 Easter Sunday Pope Makes Public STD's HIV,
Syphilis, Hepatitis to the public on all Catholics!
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women! Click your END Key as I just put lots of pic on end of
this web!

4-3-2015 Easter Sunday Pope Francis will, make public all
Health Records of Catholics, Syphilis, HIV, STD's Hepatitis, all
diseases that are given to others will have a link you can
click on...
4-3-2015 Passover Sunday... Exodus, liberation by God from
slaver of our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators. One night of 24/7
"Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... brilliant
conversationalists who can enliven any discussion and who
are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens can save
the Earth! Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the
Godsend Miracle Cure for Stage 4 too! Jewish Widows leave it
to God; Jewish Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in
Jerusalem when we Invent a way to Hear Jewish + Christian
Aliens at all of the 52 Nearest Stars!!
4-3-2015 The Jewish people celebrate Passover as a
commemoration of their liberation by God from slavery in
Egypt and their freedom as a nation under the leadership of
Moses. It commemorates the story of the Exodus as described
in the Hebrew Bible especially in the Book of Exodus, in
which the Israelites were freed from slavery in Egypt.
According to standard biblical chronology, this event would
have taken at about 1300 BCE (AM 2450).[5]
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4-3-2015 Easter Sunday Pope Francis will, condemns Kenya
attack as 'senseless brutality' but NOT LEAK $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues was the cause. HELL, no one in this 1984 II
Society believes in Hell... grin! Pope Francis has condemned
an assault by Somali militants on a Kenyan university that
killed at least 147 people, calling it an act of “senseless
brutality“.
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM PARIS... $777 Trillion in
French oil was the "Motives" in the Kosher Market killings...
Hostages, families sue French TV over coverage of attack on
kosher market. PARIS -- Families of the hostages of a radical
gunman who killed four in a kosher supermarket are suing
a French broadcaster over its live coverage of the attack,
saying it endangered the hostages' lives. French Elite Ruling
Class today are fighting killing people world wide over $777
Trillion in French Oil Revenues! And stifling the building of
the 155 Story Yale Paris Medical School built on a Eiffel
Tower Structure too! 147 French women died of Stage 4
breast cancer this week. Pope will not condemn this on Easter
Sunday. Oil donations are big at Easter... $$$
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Downtown Jerusalem! 1984 III 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
triumph 155 Story Yale Jerusalem Medical School built on a
Eiffel Tower.
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This is one of Ten Super Computers at Los Alamos!!
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... "The Healing Power of Your
Own Medical Records" By STEVE LOHR NY Times. There is
evidence that letting patients see their medical files helps
them take better care of themselves, but the medical
establishment still resists sharing the data. Mr. Lohr should
tell this to the 100's of thousands of Mary Kennedy's tortured
over the phone by a psychotic husband. Mental Health
records on Robert Kennedy Jr would have put the Judge on
the side of Mary Kennedy if she had access to them for the
court. "The Healing Power of Your Own Medical Records" By
STEVE LOHR NY Times Hell STD's, HIV, Hepatitis are spread by
100's of thousands. These are the Medical Records we need to
have shared. "Key West Disease" is not just moving to Key
West... grin! Mary on our 1st date asked if I had Hepatitis.
Monroe county RN ran all Hepatitis test and I passes but
from her expressions and tone I would guess Hepatitis is the #
1 disease in Key West but we will never read this on the front
page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper. Your Medical Records
are Senseless... this is Senseless 1984 II goings on not to make
HIV people, STD people, Syphilis people's records public like
Mug Shots!
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... ...syphilis, gonorrhea and
other sexually transmitted diseases through a United States
government program...
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government program...
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... "Maryland: Johns Hopkins
Sued Over Disease Study" More than 750 plaintiffs sued the
Johns Hopkins Hospital System on Wednesday over medical
experiments in Guatemala in the 1940s and 1950s during
which subjects were infected with venereal diseases. The
lawsuit in Baltimore seeks $1 billion for individuals, spouses
and children of people infected with syphilis, gonorrhea and
other sexually transmitted diseases through a United States
government program. The suit claims Johns Hopkins officials
had “substantial influence” over the studies, controlling
some advisory panels, and were involved in planning and
authorizing experiments. A Hopkins lawyer called the suit,
the latest over the studies, baseless. A federal judge in 2012
dismissed a lawsuit against the government over the same
study.

4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... ...syphilis, gonorrhea and
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4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... ...syphilis, gonorrhea and
other sexually transmitted diseases through a United States
government program... this is the complete NEWS story.
SECRET comes to my mind, grin. You know the MD's at Johns
Hopkins were all 1984 II Male numb nuts Dictators! 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat 1984 III MD Women Dictators will make
corrections in this Johns Hopkins medical study that infected
people with these terrible diseases! $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues, SENSELESS FROM... infected diseases minds of the
Top Brass, 4 and 5 Star Generals + Admirals. $7 Trillion
direct deposited into Apples Bank Account will give MD's
1,001 Noble's in Medicine a Year. SENSELESS spending of $7
Trillion in 2015 by Admirals on a fleet of JFK Super Carriers
is a disease that will kill the Earth + the Universe for all of us
before we even meet Aliens!
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... ...Death from
‘Complications’ of Multiple Sclerosis: The Unspeakable Bits
from a Life With MS...
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... bisexual Men give this
Diseases to 100's of wives every day in 2015 ...Death from
‘Complications’ of Multiple Sclerosis:
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... ...Death from
‘Complications’ of Multiple Sclerosis: So, what might be some
of the “complications” of MS that can cause death? •
Pulmonary involvement • Severe infections, sepsis •
Aspiration pneumonia • Suicide
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... bisexual Men give this
Diseases to 100's of wives every day in 2015 ...Death from
‘Complications’ of Multiple Sclerosis:
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... Annette Funicello’s her host
Pee-Wee Herman reminded her (too late, evidently) to wash
the toothbrush before she used it to brush her teeth. Multiple
Sclerosis: will be given to 100's of women by Bisexual Men in
2015 and there is no iApp or iPhone 6 + caller I id, because
our 1984 II Dictators have Syphilis!
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... ...Death from
‘Complications’ of Multiple Sclerosis: Pulmonary
Complications. A Society clinical bulletin on Pulmonary
Function and Rehabilitation states that “Just as muscular
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Function and Rehabilitation states that “Just as muscular
weakness in the limbs occurs early in the disease and
increases as the disease progresses, the same progressive
weakening occurs in the ventilatory muscles. Ultimately,
respiratory complications are considered the major cause of
morbidity and mortality in individuals with advanced MS.”
Severe Infections One of the hazards of advanced immobility
due to MS can be pressure sores (commonly known as
“bedsores”). Pressure sores begin as relatively benign
problem, but if left untreated can quickly progress to a more
serious concern (including sepsis – basically a full-body
infection caused, in the case of pressure sores, by bacteria
entering via the open wounds). Many factors can contribute
to pressure sores; they include immobility or inactivity,
decreased sensation, bowel or bladder incontinence and
poor nutrition. Other common infections which can lead to
life-threatening consequences include recurrent and severe
urinary tract infections (UTIs) and aspiration pneumonia.
Aspiration Pneumonia Dysphagia – or swallowing problems –
can cause food or liquid to be deposited into the lungs. The
body sees this foreign matter as an intruder and sends its
defenses to work. The resulting inflammation and fluid
accumulation can lead to pneumonia. Suicide The reported
rates of a person with MS taking their own life (or being
assisted in doing so) range from just over 6% to nearly 15%
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Funicello, whose first and most persistent symptom was
difficulty walking, reportedly decided to go public with her
diagnosis some five years later to guard against rumors that
she drank too much. Funicello’s disease continued to
progress; her balance deteriorated, and she eventually
moved from using a cane to requiring a wheelchair. In her
final years, she required round-the-clock care. I am too
young to have watched Funicello as a Mouseketeer or in her
teen-oriented beach-blanket movies. My main memory of her
is her hilarious and self-effacing performance in the 1988
“Pee-Wee’s Playhouse Christmas Special.” As part of the fun,
Funicello crafted Christmas cards (with Frankie Avalon, no
less), demonstrating a stenciling technique requiring a
toothbrush and green paint. Then she flashed a big, goofy,
green-toothed grin when her host Pee-Wee Herman
reminded her (too late, evidently) to wash the toothbrush
before she used it to brush her teeth.
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... What’s hot at the 2015 New
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4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... What’s hot at the 2015 New
York International Auto Show. Fortune Video and Fortune
Video. Family's of student killed in DUI crash's says justice
remains elusive! Elusive is not the right world for Easter
Sunday Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion!
4-3-2015 "147 Mass Murder at Kenyan University fighting
over $777 Trillion in French Oil Revenues...
4-3-2015 "147,000,000 Mass Murders at Yale University
fighting over $777 Trillion in French, BP, Texas, Canada, Oil
Revenues!
4-3-2015 "147,000,000 Mass Murders via Suicide, Mary
Kennedy + Mary breaking Pilots Hearts since before the
Vietnam Era. iPad search didn't wouldn't have helped the
100,000 Mary Kennedy's, as for the Suicides Caused by Mary
like the Germanwings Pilot and 10's of thousands of other
Pilots there is no iApp yet... Germanwings Pilot Searched Web
About Suicide and Cockpit Doors, Officials Say" By NICHOLAS
KULISH, MELISSA EDDY and NICOLA CLARK The browser
history on an iPad while investigating Mr. Lubitz’s
apartment in Düsseldorf included search terms about
cockpit doors, prosecutors said.
4-3-2015 "147 Mass Murder at Kenyan University fighting
over $777 Trillion in French Oil Revenues in Africa" By
JEFFREY GETTLEMAN, ISMA’IL KUSHKUSH and RUKMINI
CALLIMACHI NY Times. Gunmen clashed with guards, forced
their way into dormitories, took hostages and singled out
non-Muslims, the police said. $$$ 777 Trillion the militants
claimed was responsible for the attack.
4-3-2015 McCain, Kerry... Mass Murderers of 1 Billion since
the invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort in 1980....
Adjectitious + Acquiescence, In botany, adventitious refers to
structures that develop in an unusual place!
4-3-2015 "147 Mass Murder at Kenyan University fighting
over $777 Trillion in French Oil Revenues in Africa"
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... Yale below, as I read this
about Koran and the other student groups world wide I
thought about the 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year that
have been lost by Yale Groups... goings-on for decades. Nale
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have been lost by Yale Groups... goings-on for decades. Nale
Medical School has never infected Yale University!! Wow!
4-3-2015 SENSELESS NEWS FROM... April 3rd, 2015 | Yale Cross
Campus Friday’s XC | 4.3 By The Yale Daily News All in good
faith. Thing just happened to work out such that both
Passover and Easter fall on the same weekend this year. As a
result, many students will be on their best behavior,
attending services and wearing nice clothes — imagine if
people at Yale were always this pleasant. Not church music.
Still, there will be more than a few chances to let loose this
weekend. Take the WYBC Ante-Fling party, for example,
which will take place tonight at Toad’s. Complete with an
open bar and performances from Giraffage, Mitski, Silk
Rhodes and Allies, the event is sure to be a change of pace, if
nothing else: After all, how often do people do Friday Toad’s?
Making more music. After announcing her plans to visit
campus roughly a month ago, Sara Bareilles has arrived.
Bareilles’ composition master class — held by The Shen
Curriculum for Musical Theater and the Yale Drama
Coalition — is this evening at 5 p.m. Just don’t ask her to
write you a love song. Mission accomplished. John Kerry ’66
can finally exhale, if for just a moment. Talks between the
Secretary of State and Iran’s Mohammad Javad Zarif
yielded progress toward the United States’ ultimate goal of
dismantling the nuclear program in Tehran. Remember,
Yalies always get the job done. *Sometimes get the job done.
Yale politics, meanwhile, are about to kick into overdrive, as
campaign season for the Yale College Council has officially
kicked off with websites and social media campaigns going
live to get things started. You had a good run, Herbert. We’re
eager to see how your successor holds up. “Neighborhood
Party.” Poles, coconuts, benches, fire and food. Somehow,
Kasama: The Filipino Club at Yale will combine all of the
above into a cultural show, according to promotional
materials for its “Barrio Fiesta” event tonight. Not quite
“Midsummer.” Even so, the Korean American Students at Yale
and the Korean Graduate Students Association will be
collaborating to put on a cultural show of their own: “A
Midsummer Night’s Madness.” Feeling lucky? Not many items
merit this much advance warning, but we figure this one’s
important enough: The last day to convert a course from
Credit/D/Fail to a latter grade is Monday. Brace yourself for
a wave of returned grades this weekend, as many grapple
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a wave of returned grades this weekend, as many grapple
with the decision. THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com
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inventsomething@live.com

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow...
brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion
and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens
can save the Earth!

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle
Cure for Stage 4 too! Jewish Widows leave it to God; Jewish
Aliens, can you imagine the celebration in Jerusalem, $77
Trillion direct deposited into Apple's Bank Account for 1,001
Jewish Aliens to Save the Earth! Better than Windows 10,
grin! 1984 III 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat triumph 155 Story Yale
Jerusalem Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure in
Downtown Jerusalem!
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars + their Jewish Aliens. In botany, adventitious
refers to structures that develop in an unusual place. This
part of the article discusses adventitious roots, buds and
shoots, which are very common in vascular plants.
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars!
4-2-2015 Adventitious refers to structures that develop in an
unusual place... "Universe!"
4-2-2015 Adventitious refers to structures that develop in an
unusual place... 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a Year! Apple and
IBM are well on track to have 100 iPad business apps out by
the end. Brainstorming conversationalists who can enliven
Adjectitious + Acquiescence of $7 Trillion direct deposited
into Apple's Bank Account for 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a
Year!
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Year!
4-2-2015 Adventitious refers to structures that develop in an
unusual place... 1 Billion Mass Murderers by the USA's 1984
II Numb Nuts Dictators! All mad men but for Hillary, grin!
Oh Yes Wine O's with Syphilis in the brain too! Antibiotic
Treatment Strategies for Community-Acquired Pneumonia
in Adults D.F. Postma and Others | N Engl J Med
2015;372:1312-1323 Clinical Implications of Basic Research
"Adipocytes Armed against Staphylococcus aureus" L.S. Miller
| N Engl J Med 2015;372:1368-1370... void in todays issue of
the New England Journal of Medicine, Stage 4 Godsent Cure
via Greg + Wives in Key West. Unusual Place + Unusual Place
for 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat. Cynthia Lennon, the first wife of
the Beatles’ John Lennon, who chronicled their troubled
marriage in two memoirs, died on Wednesday at her home
in Mallorca, Spain. She was 75. The cause was cancer. Ironic
+ Unusual if Yoko dies of Stage 4 after knowing about the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort since 1981.
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars, all with Jewish Aliens.
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars... Kerry + Yale in a high-stakes game with HBombs Iran will use on Jerusalem FOR SURE FOR REVENGE!
And Kerry's Mass Murder of 1 Billion since the 1980
suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort.

4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars... mandated by the 2001 No Child Left Behind
Act. SMOG's birth defects developed in an Unusual place,
greed for another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! In China!
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars... Guilty NY Times Headlines Today... "Atlanta
Educators Convicted in School Cheating Scandal" By ALAN
BLINDER NY Times ATLANTA — In a dramatic conclusion to
what has been described as the largest cheating scandal in
the nation’s history, a jury here on Wednesday convicted 11
educators for their roles in a standardized test cheating
scandal that tarnished a major school district’s reputation
and raised broader questions about the role of high-stakes...
44 out of 56 schools cheated on the 2009 CRCT. 178 teachers
and principals were found to have fixed incorrect answers
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and principals were found to have fixed incorrect answers
entered by students. In a 1984 II Society!
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars... mandated by the 2001 No Child Left Behind
Act. Bush at Yale not Yale Med School thank God, bullied,
Medical Professors 178 teachers and principals were found to
have fixed incorrect answers entered by students at Yale Med
School. "OJ" clones!

4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars!
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... 52
Nearest Stars...
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing... How
many Vietnam Era Pilots committed suicide over a broken
heart by Mary? Kathrin Goldbach, 26, who is a school
teacher, was living with Lubitz at the time of the crash.
However, reports from German media suggest their
relationship was strained. Lubitz reportedly told Goldbach
he was involved with a Germanwings flight attendant
named Maria.
4-2-2015 Adjectitious + Acquiescence Fool proofing...
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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